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S 2.4 Group Assignment Instructions

Part 1: Please interactively develop an SDG 
cluster- systems map (see 4 examples)

Part 2: Identify a few policy leverage points 
within your system of multiple impacts

Part 3: Formulate an integrated policy statement 
at goals and target level, using these cluster of 
SDGs
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S2.4 Group work: 
please choose cluster of SDGs to cover all

Group 1 SDG cluster goals: 6,  16,  17, 7

Group 2 SDG cluster goals: 4, 1, 2, 3, 5

Group 3 SDG cluster goals: 13, 15, 14, 

Group 4 SDG cluster goals: 12, 8, 9, 10, 11
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Expected results of S2.4: 

1  Highlighted policy leverage points of multiple 
impacts within each of the four system maps:

– Water management system

– Agriculture management system

– Natural resource based industry (energy & mining)

– Tourism and sustainable financing

2.  Four integrated policy statements for mid-
term planning interventions at goal and target 
levels, covering the  above system maps
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Step I

• Start with the End in Mind –
What is your Vision for a 
Sustainable Future?

Step II

• Identification of Thematic 
Priorities Aligned with SDGs 
(profiles) and the Country’s SD 
Goals

Step III

• Systems Mapping at goal & 
target level

Step IV

• Identification of Policy 
Leverage Points

Step V

• Formulation of 
Integrated Policy 
Statements

Step VI

• Revisit System Maps with SDG 
indicators, and mapping of 
institutions

Step VII

• Quantitative Modelling of 
System Relationships 
(Causality and Correlation 
Statistical Analysis)

Step VIII

• Scenario Planning

Step IX

• Adaptation Pathways (Plans)

Step X

• Implementation of SDGs with 
financing schemes

(incl. impactful investments and 
green financing schemes)

Look at Scoring SDG attainments

Pick Leverage Points with Multiple Impacts

Handouts and Rapid Diagnostic Tools

Rapid Diagnostics Tools

Handouts

Followed by M&A, RSEA
Rapid Diagnostic Tools

See commitments to MEAs , Rapid SEA, EPR

To address the cluster of SDGs

Flowchart for Development of the Country Sustainability Outlook and Pathways for Policy Implementation 
to Maximize Impact Investment in Achieving SDGs in 10 STEPS



STEPS 2,3,4,5
Additional slides on methodology for SOM
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Outline: 
Supporting Slides for Group Work S2.4

Review Examples:
• Instructions to review four examples of systems maps, ref Side 8
• 4 systems maps (handouts), developed at  ToT (training of trainers), May 2017, ref  

Slides 9,10, 11,12

Part 1:  Instructions to develop Systems Maps for selected clusters of SDGs, Slide 14-17

• Draw  casual system diagram , Slide 14, 15
• Draw  the  feedback loop, visuals at Slides16, 17
• Example of visual on feedback looping, ref Slide N7

Part 2: Identify a few policy leverage points of multiple impacts in each of four  system 
map, ref 18-22
• Instructions for scoring of the Leverage points, ref Slides 23-29 

Part 3: Formulate an integrated policy statement at goals and target level, using these 
cluster of SDGs, examples, ref slides 30-32
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S2.4 Part 1. Instruction to review the  elements and 
links of 4 System Maps

Instructions in details:

a. Consider your Goals Statements for Cross Sector intervention and 
take time (about 15 minutes) to study the system map elements and 
causal linkages between elements and “draft’ the system map. 

b. Record directly on the example of the Sector System Map Poster  (ref 
handout) the  following information:
o Any missing elements not currently included in the system map that 

should be in included (identify where it should be added and how). 

o Any of the elements that you would like to rename

o Any elements that you think should be deleted (that are not necessary or 
are incorrect for the Mongolia sector system story). 

o Any causal links that you would either deleted, change or add.

o Identify Possible Policy Leverage Points and mark with symbol 
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S2.4 Part 1: Water Management System 
(as defined at TOT, May, 2017)
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S2.4 Part 2: Agriculture (Land) Management System 
(as defined at TOT, May, 2017)
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S2.4 Part 1: Natural Resource Based Industry
(as defined at TOT, May, 2017)
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S2.4 Part 1: Tourism and Sustainable Financing
(as defined at TOT, May, 2017)
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Part 1:
How did we develop the  draft

systems map?

(summary in next 10 slides)
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S2.4. Part 1. 1: Draw the causal systems diagram 

Gladstone 

Region

Identify one( or more) important feedback loops that can 
have implications for long-term sustainability in Mongolia
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S2.4 Part 1. 2 note: ‘Start with One’ in your 
Causal System Diagram 

• Start with one key element Indicator (e.g. SDG target or 
priority issue)

• Brainstorm and identify  cause & effect linkages between 
your ‘one indicator’ with another element or indicators

• Add  up 2-3 layers of causes and effects from the central 
indicator – e.g. cause > cause > cause > key indicator > 
effect > effect > effect

• Try to find a tangible feedback loop (or loops) that provides 
a link from effects back to primary causes.
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 Feedback occurs when outputs of a system are routed back as an input. This 
creates  a chain of cause-and-effect that forms a circuit or a loop. The system 
creates feed back into itself.

 A feedback loop is a common and powerful tool for system control, for 
example in cost-benefit analysis in achieving the goals. Feedback loops take 
the system output into consideration, which enables the system to adjust its 
performance to meet a desired output response.

S2.4 Part 1. 2: Example of the  Feedback Loop

Pollution levels in 

the river

Illegal 

discharge  of 

wastewater 

from 

industries to 

river

Cost of treatment of 

water for use in 

manufacturing

Company

revenue profits

(Income – Expenses)

Number  of 

factories 

complying with 

water effluent 

laws

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Signal_chain_(signal_processing_chain)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Causality


Examples of Feedback Loop mapping
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S 2.4 Part 2:  Find the high impact leverage points

Analyze System’s Dynamic Identify Strategic Interventions

1. System: stagnant or stalled? 1. Look for drivers and constraints

2. Where are the vicious 
cycles affecting long-term 
solutions

2. Examine intervention points to    
return process to virtuous cycle

 Reinforce virtuous feedback cycles
(how to mimic the nature based solutions?)

 Find the strongest operational feedback structure  and then 
 Review the implications and generic leverage points

 Examine each link 
 Consider the consequences of strengthening it or weakening it
 Reflect in a new plan for SDG readiness
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A “leverage point” is a place in a 
system where a large change 
towards desired behavior or 
results can be accomplished by 
applying relatively few 
resources.

Small Actions can yield large results:

(Picture source: http://thwink.org/sustain/glossary/LeveragePoint.gif)

S2.4 Part 2.1: Identifying your Leverage Point
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S2.4 Part 2.1-2.2: Steps to identify Leverage Point

Gladstone 

Region

Leverage Points

Figure out how trends, decision-making, 

and  information flows are 

linked together in multiple 

cause-effect relationships

Use that analysis to identify the best 

leverage points for introducing

change

Step 1: Step 2:
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Leverage Points are where you can intervene with an 

policy, technology, process, programme, etc. that will 

change the trends in the system towards the 

direction that you want to see.

Identify the most powerful leverage points for change 

- places in the system, where policy change and 

innovation can have the most powerful positive 

impact.

Mark these place with the symbol: Leverage Point

S2.4 Part 2.3: Mark your Leverage Points for system intervention
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S2.4 Part 2.3 Note: Low and High Impact Leverage 
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Part 2.3:  Instructions for Scoring of the 
High Impact  Policy Leverage Point

• Discuss and intuitively identify  the leverage points (intervention 
points) in your respective system as an entry points for policy 
intervention to transform the system towards a sustainable state. 

• List out Leverage Points on the flipchart

• For each Leverage Points conduct a simple ‘Leverage Point 
Impact Analysis’, giving a score for each of the analysis questions  
(ref next slide)

Total possible is 6 points. 
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S2.4 Part 2.3: Four Questions on 
Leverage Point  Impact Analysis Scoring 
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No. Analysis Question Choose the 
score

1 Levels. Identify level of the leverage point (i.e. Physical, Informational, Social, Mental Model) within leverage point framework?
(ref: adapted Meadow’s 4 leverage point framework):

• If the leverage point falls within the Physical level give a score of 1 point.

• If the leverage point falls within the Informational level, then give a score of 2 points.

• And if the leverage point element falls within the Social or Mental Model level, then give a score of 3 points

• Refer to the previous lavage point handouts from Session 3.1

Max3 or
zero

2 Levers. Does the Leverage Point element affect many other system elements, yet is only affected by a few?

• If one element affects many other elements downstream (say 5 or more other elements) but is itself only affected by 1-2
other elements, it can be considered a high impact leverage point.

• Not so if it is itself directly influenced by 4 or more other elements - meaning you'll likely have to shift many or all of those
other things to get that lever to move.

• Give 1 point if it is a high impact leverage point, and 0 score if not.

Max1 or
zero

3 Loops.

• Is the factor part of a reinforcing loop that if properly primed, would take off and continue positive changes on its own (i.e.
self-sustaining reinforcing feedback)?

• Secondly, do you actually think there is enough capacity and political support for initiating action in the reinforcing loop?

• If the answer to these two questions is yes in both cases, then give this leverage point 1 point. Give it a 0 point score if the
answer is no.

Max1 or
zero

4 Trends.

• Is the leverage point element trending favorably towards your chosen goal (i.e. is it a bright spot)?

• Ask "How has this element been changing over time relative to our overall goal?"

• If the leverage point element has been moving steadily in a positive direction (whether it is up, down or flat) then give it 1
point.

• If the leverage point element is currently trending in the opposite direction (i.e. a hotspot or emerging issue) to where you
would like it, then give it 0 point score.

Max1 or
zero

Scoring framework adapted from work of Scott Span: http://innatestrategies.com/about/scott.html Max 6



S2.4 Part 2.3 : Question 1 
What Level is your Leverage Point?
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S2.4 Part 2.3 : Question 1
What Levels (Score 1 - 3)

= 3 points

= 1 point

= 2 points
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Weak Lever Score = 0

S2.4 Part 2.4 : Question 2
Is it a strong Lever? (Score 0 or 1)

Strong Lever Score = 1
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S2.4 Part 2.4 : Question 3
Is your Leverage Point part of a feedback loop? (Score 0 or 1)

Good Loop = 1 point
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S2.4 Part 2.4 : Question 4
Is there a Trend? ( Score 0 or 1)

• Trends. Is the leverage point element trending favorably towards your 
chosen goal (i.e. is it a bright spot)? Ask "How has this element been 
changing over time relative to our overall goal?" If the leverage point 
element has been moving steadily in a positive direction (whether it is up, 
down or flat) then give it 1 point.  

• If the leverage point element is currently trending in the opposite direction  
(i.e. a hotspot or emerging issue) to where you would like it, then give it 0 
point score. 

Example:  In Agriculture… Community Collective Herder Councils on Paster / Rangeland 
Mangement

What is the trend for this policy option?  (increasing in acceptance and application 
regionally, nationally?  Or One-off or ‘ad hoc’ 

Remember… Total Score possible if perfect = 6 points
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S2.4. Part 2.5.  Develop an integrated policy statement for 
mid-term  intervention using examples of 

four System Maps (ref handouts)

1. Agriculture management system

2. Water management system

3. Natural resource based industry (energy & 
mining)

4. Tourism and sustainable financing

Present your agreed statement to the plenary
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S2.4 Example of the macro policy statements within Goal 11:
Making Cities and Human Settlements Inclusive,  Safe, Resilient and Sustainable by Localizing SDGs




